Pre Bid Queries regarding RONET and ECI 360 Mobile App

Sr. No.
1.

Query

Remarks

As per RFP vendor have submit Rs
1,00,000/- and Rs. 2000/- in respect of
EMD and Tender Doc Fee. As per the
GFR rules, EMD and Tender fee are

No changes

exempted for those who have valid NSIC
certificate. We request you to kindly
exempt the EMD and tender fee for those
who have valid NSIC Certificate.
2.

As per the RFP vendor need to develop As all these major tasks are the part of RONET
Web application and Mobile application and ECI 360. So, proposal should be submitted
but as per the price schedule vendor have with task wise price for both web and mobile
to give price for major task like polling application.
station, EVM – VVPAT, Election Material
etc. Kindly confirm us what we have to
cover in our proposal.

3.

As per RFP, it only mentioned what To understand the flow of the applications for all
activity or sub head for each module but Major
for

our

development,

we

need

heads

and

Sub

activities,

you

are

to requested to visit the DEO of Ludhiana District.

understand the complete process and As both the applications will be developed under
activity in each module like in case of his supervision. Contact detail of Ludhiana DEO
polling station we just need to maintain is as following:
their information or what else activity.

1.

Sh. Ravi Bhagat, IAS DC Ludhiana
–

09877861786.

2. Ms.ApneetKaur, IAS ADC Ludhiana
4.

08968541313

Need clarification for all major tasks we All the major tasks are the part of RONET and
need

to

develop.

Kindly

give

us ECI 360. Whereas the RONET and ECI 360

clarification that module which will be modules are concerned, both the application has
developed for web application and what to be developed for Web application as well as for
module will be for mobile application.

Mobile application. In section 2 of

tender

document user level/ stakeholder has been
defined with the availability of the application.
In addition to this it has been defined in the

“Detailed scope of work” through a table having a
column heading “By Whom”in which it clearly
defines the user level by whom that major task
will be handled.
5.

We need to know the total number of user Total number of users for RONET will be
who will be using the RONET Web minimum 150 in which there will be 5 users at ECI
Application.

level, 5 users at CEO level, 22 users at DEO
Level and 117 users at ERO Level.

6.

Can the Web application be developed in
Open

Source

technology

i.e.

PHP,

No changes

MySQL.
7.

Need

to

understand

the

timeline Timeline to deliver the application is defined in the

mentioned in the scope of work.

tender

document

application

will

be

i.e.

25-12-2016.

used

in

the

As

the

upcoming

Assembly Election 2017.
8.

Any

Onsite

manpower

required?

required then for how many year.

If Onsite Manpower is required only for six months
at the time of implementation of applications.
Afterwards the company should provide the
remote assistance for maintenance/ updation.

